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LET G be a compact Lie group and Y a left invariant framing of G. From the Pontrjagin- 
Thorn construction we obtain for the pair (G; 9) an element [G; Y] of the cobordism ring 
of framed manifolds Q*rr. In [16] and [4] the relation between these classes and the classical 
J homomorphism was explored. This gave information, albeit negative, when the dimension 
of G is odd. The present study is an outgrowth of an attempt to understand the classes 
[G; _Ypl when G is of even dimension. The first few even dimensional Lie groups are SU(?), 
Q(2) and Gz of dimensions 8, 10 and 14. Let us examine the case of G = Q(2), as this was 
the starting point of our investigation. Observe that S3 = Sy( I) ( Sp(2) is embedded 
in Q(2) with normal bundle trivialized by the left invariant framing, giving 
i. : S3 x 0’ k Sp(2). 
We may perform surgery on this embeddin g to obtain a homotopy sphere X”. Since the 
Kervaire-Milnor map [ 111 
P: rlo - rlos 
is an isomorphism we have passed to the problem of identifying 2” as an element of Tie. 
This can be done in terms of the plumbing pairing [13] 
M : n,(S0(7)) x 7rIg(S0(4)) --+ rio. 
It is at this point that it became apparent that we were looking only at a special case of a 
more general problem, and it was time to reformulate our study in the more general term! 
we describe next. 
Let < 1 S” be an oriented M plane bundle, m < n, with associated sphere bundle 
sm-I 
-+ S(&-+ S". 
- Suppose that (2;) = 0 E KO(S”). Then S(g) is a rr manifold and hence there are elements 
[S(S); @,I E ~:cm- 1 
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corresponding to the different framings @ of S(t). Our first task is to show how framings o 
S(t) may be indexed in a convenient manner. It turns out that rc,_,(SO(n)) is a suitabk 
index set. Recalling that the characteristic map for 5 is an element of n,_,(SO(m)) wt 
define a function 
Y : T(- ,(SO(m)) x ~T~_,(.SO(~)) -+ T:~,_ ,:‘Im J 
and our main technical result asserts the commutativity of the diagram 
4 - I cw4) x %I - 1 we>) 
I M \ Y 
r P n+m- 1 b 7ri+,_ ,/ImJ 
where rr’ “- ,(SO(m)) = Ker {rr,,-i(SO(m)) + n,-i(S Returning to our original problem 
with rank 2 simple Lie groups we are able to apply the above results and suitable bare 
hand arguments to obtain 
[&J(2); 91 = P,(3) E TIOS 
[SU(3); 91 = C E 7-rigs/Im J. 
There still remains the problem of constructing a large class of examples of non-zero ele- 
ments in the image of the pairing 9’ or equivalently ,\I, particularly when n + m - 1 is 
even. Using work of David Frank and A. Kosinski we show that for elements of rrA_ ,(SO(m)) 
that are Samelson products or composition products the corresponding elements in the 
image of Y or P . Al can be expressed in terms of Toda brackets, thereby slightly sharpening 
the statements of Kosinski’s results relating Toda brackets to framings of sphere bundles 
over spheres and providing a check on our computations of [.Sp(2); U] and [SLi(3); 9’1. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge the benefit of numerous profitable and instructive 
conversations with Ronnie Lee. The hospitality of the Yale mathematics department during 
the crucial formative stages of this work, and the Aarhus IMatematisk Tnstitut during the 
painful final twists involved, are both greatly appreciated. 
$1. PRELIMINARIES 
We collect in this section some basic facts concerning sphere bundles over spheres. 
The results dealing with when such manifolds are rr manifolds are all well known and we 
refer to [17], [18] for the missing proofs. 
Let 5 1 M” be a smooth oriented m plane bundle over the smooth manifold M”. 
Write 
sm- ’ + S(5) --+ M” 
for the associated sphere bundle (in some Riemannian metric). Recall that 
T(.s(<) N rr*T(M”) 0 7+,(.9(Q) 
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where T( ) denotes tangent bundle and r,(S(<)> the bundle of tangents along the fibre; 
there is a canonical isomorphism 
1 @ T-,(&q<,) 2 z*<. 
The following, is now obvious. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Ler t ! .\I” be a smooth oriented m plane bundle ocer the TI manifold 
,Lf” with associated sphere bundle S(t). Then S(t) is a r~ manifold iffrt*< 1 S(c) is stably 
tricial.** 
COROLLARY 1.2. If 5 1 S” is an oriented m plane bundle with associated sphere bundle 
S(<) and 5 1 S” is stably trivial then S(<) is a TI manifold.** 
We will particularly be interested in the case uhere 5 1 s” is stably trivial. From the 
bundle isomorphism 
I @ T(S(<)) = x*T(S”) 8 rr*< 
we see that corresponding to each stable trivilization Q of < 1 S” there is induced a stable 
framing of r(S(g)) 1 S(t) obtained by pulling back the framing @ to ;r*< 1 S(i), and pulling 
the standard framing of 1 @ T(S”) 1 S” back to S(t), and summing. We will call this the 
inducedframing of S(t), and denote it also by @. All other framings of S(s) may be obtained 
from cf, by twisting with elements of E-‘(S(t)). Proposition 2.3 allows us to calculate 
this group. 
Before proceeding further we establish some notational conventions. If < 1 S” is an 
oriented 111 plane bundle then 
Sm-1 i l .s(s*) A S” 
denotes the associated sphere bundle. The characteristic map of 5 is denoted by 
fC : S” - ’ -+ SO(m) 
or simply byfif 5 is clear from context. 
The tangent bundle of a smooth manifold itl is always denoted by TM with the usual 
conventions about inward/outward normals governing the isomorphism TM) S.M = 
1 @ T(2M), particularly when M is a cylinder M = N x I. 
In order to study the framed bordism classes arising from the various framings of 
S(e) for a stably trivial oriented vector bundle 5 1 S” it is convenient to begin by fixing a 
framing of S(c) in a particular way. We therefore introduce the disk bundle 
D”+ D(<)+S 
associated to the vector bundle <. Recall that 
T( D(t)) = x*T(S”) @ rc*t, 
so that if 0 is a stable trivilization of r there is induced a stable framing, also denoted by CD, 
of D(c) by pulling back along TI the stable trivilization 0 oft and the usual stable framing 
of T(Sn). Note that 
2(0(C); 0) = (S(5); a> 
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where 0 is the stable framing of S(t) discussed above. %e record this for future reference. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let < b S” be a stabl! trivial nz plane rector bundle and 0 a stable trkilization 
of ,5. Then 
[S(5):@‘] =OEz;CrTm_, 
where [ ; ] denotes framed bordism class and @ deuotes also the inducedframirlg of‘T(S(<)).** 
Being given a closed framed manifold (M; a) one can form a new framed manifold 
by twisting the framing Q by elements from E-‘(;!l). This seems a particularly favorable 
construction when [M; @,I = 0. (Think of the case of the ordinary sphere.) Thus being 
given an m plane budle < 1 S” with stable trivialization CD and a class I E AZ-‘(S(s)) \ve may 
twist the induced framing of S(t) by Y to obtain 
[St<): @,,I E n;,,,,-, 
whose study is our nest objective. However, before doing so, it seems natural to pose here 
the following problem. 
Problem. Suppose that 44 is a closed n manifold with framings @“, 0’ such that 
[M; 0’1 = [M; CD”] E 7?*. 
If zz E E-‘(M) does it follow that 
[M: @,‘I = [M; @,“I E i-F*? 
As will be shown in $3 the ans\ver is in the negative. 
$2. FRAhlED BORDISSI CLASSES OF SPHERE BUNDLES OVER SPHERES 
Continuing with the discussion of the previous section we suppose given an m plane 
bundle < 1 S”, a stable trivialization @ of 5, and a class ‘1 E Kz-‘(S(s)). Our first order of 
business is to investigate the dependence of the class [S(s); Q,] E x*’ on the choice of @. 
It will be convenient to formulate the situation so that the dependence of 
on C#I is more evident. Let us therefore introduce the stable Stiefel manifold 
Vm(Rn) = lim V,(R”+‘) 
li - Y? 
of orthonormal codimension tn frames in R”. From the fibre sequence 
SO(m) -+ SO + Vm(Rn) -$ BSO(m) 5 BSO 
we see that over Vm(Rx) there is a universal example of a stably trivialized m plane bundle 
and that the functor 
XH n( x; Vm(W-)) 
represents the set of (stable) isomorphism classes of stably trivialized IFI plane bundles over 
X. Thus an element of R( X; Vm(R2)) consists of a pair.(c; 0) where < 1 X is an oriented nz 
plane bundle with stable trivilization Q. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Ler (;‘: 0) E ;r,(Vm(R’)) and r’. 7” c A%-‘(SC<)). Suppose 
i*y’ = i * x” E k7;?-‘tS”-l) = ;r,_,(SO) 
4here i : S” - ’ + S(s) includes ajibrr. Then [S(<): @‘,‘I = [S(,‘): @,“I ttlodulo rhe image 
:>f J. 
It will be convenient to precede the proof kvith a lemma that describes how [S(c); @,,I 
Depends on the choice of (D. (Compare to the example at the end of $3.) 
LEMMA 2.2. Supi~osr given (,‘; 0) E ;i,( Vm(2x)), ~1 E I’??-‘(S(<).) ~7r7d b E rr,(SO). Frame 
S(c) by noting as b&-e 
I @ z-(SC<), 2 z:*T(.s”) or*<, 
usitlg <D to stably rt-iciuli:e 5, but 170~~ rrvisrittg the srnttdardfranliug of T(S”) b>, b, and then 
nulling back. Call this fratnittg of S(i;) a*. Then if‘tu < t7 
[S(S); @,I = [S(<); @,“I 
tuodzrlo the ittzngr of J. 
Proof. Lzt 
II : s” -+ vm(f2m) 
classify (5; 0) and 
I‘ : S” + so 
represent b. Write S” = DC” u D_” and let P be the manifold obtained from (S,” LJ S,,“) x I 
by removing the interiors of D-” x {I: from S,” x {I)-. D_” x [I) from Sli” x (11 and 
sewing in a copy of D” x I so that C’P = SI” u S,!” u -S”. By standard homotopy theory 
we may suppose 
Ilj D_” = * 
CID _n = 
* 
and thus there are maps 
f‘: P+ Vrn(ilY) 
g:P-+SO 
such that 
f/s” = Ii 
gjsm = L‘ 
while 
f’is,,, = II. fiS,,” = * 
gjs,,, = *,gjs ,,,< = L‘. 
Let (,I; Y) E ic(P; Vm(lQe)) be represented by f. Thus ~1 P is an oriented tn plane bundle 
stably trivialized by Y. We then have 
I @ T(S(r/)) = rr*TP @ n*r/. 
The map g : P -+ SO allows us to tuist the standard trivialization of TP, which together 
Lvith Y induces a framing Yg of S(q). Simiklrly, by cuttin g and pasting we obtain a class 
c~ E KO-‘(S(q)) extending x on each copy of S(t) in the boundary of S(q). Unraveling the 
definitions and notations reveals 
(*) ?(P; ‘u,g> = (SC<); Q,,) u (S(lc.” 1 S,,U); @,,q u - (S(C); @,b). 
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Of course (S(a” 1 $“); Ozb) is nothing but a framing of S”-’ x S”. It has been shown by 
Novikov [14] that a framing on a product of spheres represents an element of the image of 
J provided (m - 1, n) f (1. 1). (3. 3) or (7. 7). As we have assumed m < n we see 
[S( IF;,” 1 Sil”) ; (Dab] E Im J 
and so the cobordism (*) shows 
as required.*** 
[S(S); O,] = [S(i); (Dab]: mod Im J 
Prou~of(2.1). According to [IO] the cofibre of the inclusion of the fibre 
i : .Y-‘k S(i). 
has the homotopy type of the wedge S” v .SnCm-‘. Moreover the composites 
are given by n, the projection of the sphere bundle, and c obtained by pinching the exterior 
of a coordinate neighborhood to a point. Let A = tl” - x’ E &-‘(S(c)). Then i*(A) =O, 
so by the preceding discussion A = c*(u) + n*(b). Therefore by routine arguments 
[S(5); @,,,,I = [.s(i’); (D,,L31 
= [S(i); a’,,b] + [s”‘“-‘; 0”) 
and the result follows from (2.2).** 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let [C; (P] E n,( V”(W)), n # m + I, and lef i: S”-‘+ S(c) 
be the inclrrsiorl of the fibre. Then 
i* : z*(S(<)) -+ K5*(Sm-‘) 
is swjecrice. 
Proof. According to [IO] there is a commutative diagram 
sm-1 i S(C) i Ls(<)/Srn - 1 ic S” 
tvhere the top row is a cofibration, /I is a homotopy equivalance. J the Whitehead J con- 
xruction, and qJthe composite 
s”-’ f ) SO(m) q S”- ’ 
uherefis the characteristic map of < and 4 is the natural projection. As < is stably trivial 
If is stably null homotopic, so induces the trivial map in KO theory. As n # m + 1 it 
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follows from [I, (7.1), (7.2) and (7.19)] that qfalso induces the trivial morphism of KO 
theory (recall J is zero in stems = 2 mod S). Hence 
li* = 0 : z*(Y) --+ kc*(s(:)/s”-‘) 
and the result is immediate.** 
We define a function 
Sp : TC,( V*(P)> x IT,_,(SO) -+ Eli+,_ l/Im J 
in the following manner. Let (e; a,> E n,(V”(W”)) and (I E n,_,(SO). Identifying q,,_,(SO) 
with %-‘(S”-’ ) we obtain by (2.3) a class 2 E KO-‘(S(c)) restrictins to a on a fibre. We set 
Y((i’; Q), a> = [s(t); @,I. 
By (2.1) the residue class [S(t); a,] E $,,,_ ,/Im J depends only on i*r = a, so 5“ is well 
defined. 
Notations and conventions. If (5 ; @) E n,( V”(RF)) an d a E n,_,(SO), then we may lift 
u from the fibe Sm-’ to all of S(S). We write d for such a lifting and [S(i); @al for 
Y”((<; O), 0). 
In the next section we connect up Y with Milnor’s construction of exotic spheres. 
03. RELATION TO >lILNOR’S PLUL\IBIKG PAIRISG 
Let IYn denote the group of homotopy k spheres [I 1 ] and 
P : rk + n,‘/Im J 
the Kervaire-Milnor map. Recall that P is almost always surjective [5] and ker P = I-,(&I 
is the subgroup of homotopy k spheres that bound z manifolds. 
Let n, m EN, the set of natural numbers, and suppose m _< n. There is the Milnc 
pairing [13]. 
IV: 7l,_,(SO(m)) x x,_,(SO)(n)) -t I-,+,_,. 
If m < n then the group n,_,(SO(n)) is stable, and the map IM is bilinear [9, 15). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let m, n E N, m =c n. Then 
n,(V”(R”)) x 7c,_,(SO) ----2 7T;+,_, 
I 
4 
5 
x,+,-dim J 
I 
P 
7c,_,(SO(m)) x Lm_,(SO(n)) -J-+ rn+m_, 
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is a commutative diagram. where the vertical map on the left is induced by the boundary 
map of the fibring 
SO(m) - so - Vrn( WZ) 
and the inverse of stabilization. 
Remarks. Let 
$,_ ,(SO(m)) = Im{?, : 77,(V”(W”)) --t x,_~(SO(~))] 
= ker{n,_,(SO(m)) -+ TI,_~(SO)I. 
Note that by (2.5) we may safely regard Y as a pairing 
Y : nA._ I(SO(m) x n,_,(SO) --+ 7c~+,,,-, 
Clearly (3.1) follows from the following more explicit result. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (5: 0) E q,( Vm(Flm,)) be a stablJv trivialized m plane bundle over s”. 
m < n. Let a E KO-‘(S(t)). Then the framed mauifold (S(c); CD,) isframed cobordant to the 
homotopy sphere M(f, g) with some framing, where f = f; is a characteristic map for 5 and 
gE n,_,(SO(n)) represents a = i*c* E n,_,(SO) = z-‘(Sm-l). 
Proof. We will do framed surgery on a fibre 
i : S”-I(-----+ S(t) 
obtaining a homotopy sphere that we will identify in terms of Milnor’s pairing. Specifically, 
recall 
S(r) = S”-’ x D+“u S”-’ x D_” 
v 
where D,” and D-” are the upper and lower hemispheres of 9’ and 
cp(x, y) = (f(g)(x), J) : (x, J) E sm-’ x s”-‘. 
Let 
‘PO : Srn--’ x D” -SC<) 
be the identification of S”-’ x D” with S”-’ x D +“. The obstruction to framing the surgery 
S”-’ x D”c_, S(t); C$ - (S(t) - Int cp,,) u D” x S”-’ = Snim-’ 
4% 
is well known to be zero. The obstruction to framing this surgery when the twisted framing 
0, is substituted for 0 is therefore seen to be -ids = -a E n,,_,(SO). Following Kervaire 
and Milnor [I 1; $61 we represent a by a map 
g:sm-’ -+ SO(n), 
which is possible since n,_,(SO(n)) is a stable group. Define 
cp, : S”_’ x D” -+ S(i) 
by 
cp,(,‘c, _Y) = cpo(“, g(.r)(y)) 
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The obstruction to framing the surgery 
S”--’ x D”* SC<) : $4, - (S(i) - Int $V,) u D” x Y-i 
is then zero by [l 1; 6.11. But unravelling the definitions we see 
(S(t) - Int qa,) u D” x S”-’ = ([Sm-’ x D+” u S”-’ x D-5 - IrH(S”-’ x D,“) 
u D” x s” = S”-’ x D_” u D” x S”-’ 
0 
where 
e(x, y) = (&L.)(x). g(x)(y))) : (x, L.) E sm-’ x S”_’ 
which is exactly the definition of ,W(f. g).** 
As an application of these results we may determine the framed bordism classes of the 
rank 2 Lie groups G = SU(3), SP(2) in their left invariant framings. Note that each of these 
groups is a principal 3 sphere bundle over S”’ where ~1~~~~) = 5, nsptz, = 7. Let <C 1 S”’ 
denote the corresponding 4 plane bundle. Each of these bundles is stably trivial and then 
characteristic maps known. In order to exploit (3.2) we must therefore identify the lef 
invariant framing of these groups in terms of our description of the framings of S(<,) a 
in the previous section. 
LEMMA 3.3. With the notations preceding let 5?G denote a left invariant framing of G fo 
G = SU(3), Sp(2). Let 
g’ : s3 = Sp( 1) = SU(2)c-, SO(4) 
be the canonical inclusion and write again g for any of the composites 
S3G SO(4+---+ SO(n,). 
711en pa = @a where i*a = [g] E 7z,(SO(n,)). 
Proof. By pulling tc back over 1 E G it is clearly sufficient to figure out the different 
element 
A:S’+SO 
that compares the left invariant framin, 0 of S3 to the trivial framing of S3. But this is we 
known to be the representation on W’obtained by identifying W” with the quarternions W ar: 
letting u E S3 act on c E W by left multiplication. Clearly this describes g : S’ + SO(4).** 
COROLLARY 3.4. [Sp(2); Ypl E rrlOs N Z/6 is the element +/l,(3) of order 3 constructc 
by Toda. 
Proof. The characteristic map of 5sp(z) is known to be the map g discussed abov 
Therefore 
2[SP(2)i ~s,c,, I = WPm; QD41 
= ZPM(f, 9) = P~M(_f-? 2g) = * P,(3) 
by (3.2), the bilinearity of M, and a delicate computation of D. Frank [7; $4, Example 1 
so [&7m; ~ipsP(2)l has order 3 or 6. To decide the order we recall that the map 
KiOS 4 Qsg” N B/2 
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is surjective. But clearly Q(2) bounds the spin manifold D(<SP,2J so [Sp(?); _?ZS,(,,] cann 
have order 6 and the result follows.** 
By a similar argument we may determine the residue [SU(3); -49,,(,,] E n,“/Im 
however, in 95 we will be able to obtain this result without recourse to the delicate comput 
tions of Frank. 
As an ad hoc application of (3.1) to the pairing we obtain from [9], [I 51: 
COROLLARY 3.5. The pairing 
Y : 7c”(Vrn(W)) x n,-l(SO) --+ 7r;+m_ 1 PmJ 
is bilinear provided M < n - I.** 
It is not difficult to show directly that Y is linear in the first variable, however I hav 
been unable to do this in the second variable. 
Problem. Give a direct geometric argument to show that 
Y : rc,,( V,,,(W’)) x TT,,,_~(SO) --f xi+,,,_ Jim J 
is linear in the second variable, 
We close this section with the promised counterexample to the problem posed at th’ 
end of the first section. 
Counterexample. From [7, 11, 201 and (3.1) it follows that 
Y : 11,( V”(W)) x 7TJSO) + 7r,0S 
is surjective to the 3 component which is generated by B,. Let y((5; O), a) = /3i E rtioS ant 
for simplicity write (S(t); @) = (N; Y). Let ‘x E z-‘(N) restrict to a on the fibre, ant 
set Y’ = Y’,, ‘I”’ = Y_, . Note that 
[N; Y’] = & = -[N; Y”] 
and 
[N; Ye”] = [N; Y] = 0 
[N; Y,‘l = [N; ‘r,,l = VI, 
the last equality by (3.2) and (3.5). Therefore 
[N x N; Y’ x ‘I”] = fir’ = [N x N; Y” x Y”] 
and pi’ # 0 E rrZO ’ is nonzero of order 3. But 
[NxN;(Y’xY’),.,]=O 
while 
as required.** 
[N x N; (Y” x Y”),Xl] = 2p,* # 0 
$4. EVALUATION OF e INVARIANTS 
Having constructed elements [S(r); Q,.] E TIN+,,,_ I it is quite natural to ask for a com- 
putation in terms of ({; 0) E rr,( Vm(rWm)) and CI E KO-‘(S(c)) of the known invariants of 
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stable homotopy classes such as the Adams-Toda e invariants [ 1, ?I]. Our purpose in this 
section is to provide such a computation. 
Recollections. Let k be a positive integer. From [2] it follows that the map 
7&_, -+ n$‘-“, 
is trivial. Hence if (M; @) is a closed framed 4k - 1 manifold we may find a spin manifold 
WiL with S CY = M. From the spin integrality theorem [I91 it follows that the residue 
e,-(M; a) = a,(A(/c), [W, M]) E Q/Z 
is an invariant of [M; @] E I&-, where 
A^(//) E H*( w, M; a> 
is the 2 polynomial in the relative Pontrjagin classes of ( W, M) and 
elk = 
1 
+ifkisodd 
1 if k is even. 
The homomorphism 
is, known [6] to coincide with the invariant e,’ of J. F. Adams [I]. 
Notations. Let 
s* : H*(BSO; CD) -+ H*(SO; Q) 
be the cohomology suspension, and set 
II, = s*//” E H”“-‘(X); a> 
where /(” E H4”(BSO; Q) is the nth universal Pontrjagin class. The chomology suspensio 
kills decomposable elements so that 
s*J”(/I) = _ !& s*A 
4n (2n - l)! = 
_ 3 4 
4n (2n - l)! 
where B, is the nth Bernoulli number [S]. 
P~o~osrrroN 4.1. LeZ m, n > 1 be infegers with m + n = O(4). Suppose thaf 5 1 s” is 
stably tricial m plane bundle, with CD a stable trivialization of 5, and c( E K-O-‘(S(5)). Tht 
putting 4k = n + m 
eAi[S(t;); @‘,I = - 
ak Bk 
4k(2k - l)! 
<a*% 7 [S(Ol). 
Proof. Consider the exact sequence 
K%-‘(S(t)) --f- @D(C), S(O) L KO(D(5)) 
and let < = 6(a) E z(D(<), S(c)). Then of coursei* = 0 E e(D(<)) so that, noting th 
the pair (D(c), S(t)) is simply connected, we may use [ to give (D(t), S(t)) the structure 
a (Spin, fr) manifold such that 
Z(D(0, S(C); i) = (S(5); Q,,). 
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Therefore 
edS(s’); Q,) = &&i/c) ; [D(C). S(<)l> 
= %(i*& IQ<), S(Ol> 
= dQ*S*A,; [o(r), S(S>l> 
= d&*S*& 9 [S(s'>l> 
from which the result follows.** 
55. RELATION TO TODA BRACKETS 
One standard way to construct examples of stably trivial bundles over spheres is tc 
exploit the homotopy commutativity of SO. Specifically we suppose given basepoint pre, 
serving maps 
u: sp- -+ SO(m) 
t’: Sq-’ -+ SO(m) 
defining m plane bundles A 1 Sp, 11 1 Sq where p + 4 = n + 1. Define a map 
[u, 01 : Sp-’ x Sq-’ -+ SO(m) 
to be the commutator of u and u, that is 
[U, v](x, y) = U(x)v(y)rc(X)- ‘c(J)- I. 
Notice that [u, II]) - sP 1 vs4-~ is the constant map to 1 E SO(m), so that [u, v] defines a unique 
map 
(u,u):Sp-’ fkSq-‘=Sn--l-+SO(m). 
The element (u, v) E rr,_,(SO(m)) is called the Samelson product of u E ~,_,)SO(m)) and 
v E rc,_,(SO(m)). Let US write (II, ,B) 1 s” for the m plane bundle over S” with characteristic 
map (u, v). Notice that (A, .M) 1 s” is stably trivial, for the stable classifying map of 
{A, p) 1 S” is the map induced by the composite 
[U, U] : sp-’ x 9-l - SO(m)k SO, 
and since SO is an CF space its commutator map is null homotopic, so that the induced 
map 
(u, v) : P--l A sq-’ -+ so 
is null homotopic. Note, in fact, that choosing a null homotopy of the commutator map of 
SO induces a null homotopy of (u, v> so that (A, ~0 1 S” is canonically stably trivialized. 
Denote this induced trivilization by @. Thus if we are also given nz < n and a map 
we may form the element 
w:S”--‘*SO 
[S(<A p>); (DC.1 E xs,+,- 1 
nnd it is quite natural to ask for a computation of this class in terms of the initial data 
x E n,_,(SO(m)), v E ~,_,(S0(m)) and w E n,_r(SO). The following result is a consequence 
>f the proof of [12; 4.31 and provides such a computation under very mild hypotheses. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Suppose giren poirtted maps 
It: 9-l + sot 1H) 
I‘ : sq- I 4 SO(rH) 
It’: sm-’ +so 
where J is the Whitehead J homomorphism and we have confused maps and their homo- 
topy classes in the standard way. Then 
[S((i., ki>j; a,] E (Ju, Jr. Jw) E x5,:_,,_ l 
where (j., ,u) 1 S" is the m plane bundle represented by the Samelson product (u, c) E 
n,-l(SO(YY~)).** 
hanzple. Let 
I! = I’ : PC_, SO(J) 
be the canonical map obtained by identifying S3 with $@I). It is known that the Samelsor 
product 
(II, c) : s6 --+ SO(4) 
is a characteristic map for the 4 plane bundle <sPCz, associated to the principal bundle 
S3 --t Q(2) -+ S’. 
As noted in (3.3) 
where 
(Q(2): 91 = [S~s*sp(z,); O;I 
1L’ : s3(----+ SO(4) 
is also the canonical inclusion. Hence by (3.5) 
aSP(4; a = 2[R<sp(z,); cp;l 
= [S((u, Zu)), $J;] E (Ju, 2Jc, Jw) 
= P,(3) E T(IOS 
by the bilinearity of Samelson products and the computations of Toda. As noted in (3.~ 
[Sp(3); 2’1 bounds a Spin manifold so must have order 3 and thus we find as in (3.4) 
[Sp(2); 91 = * P,(3) E 7r,0s 2 H6 
is the element of order 3 constructed by Toda. 
Appealing again to the proofof Kosinski’s theorem [13: 4.31 we obtain: 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose given pointed mnps 
tt : sp-’ -+ SO(q - 1) 
c:sY-’ + SO(m) 
M’: sm-t -iso 
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where n + 1 = p + q > M + 1. Assume that rhe composire 
f:y-l __sp+q-~ J0 ,s4-I c rSO(m) 
is null homotopic, and let { 1 S” be the m plane bundle with characteristic map f. Thus < 1 5 
is stably trkial and [S(c); CD,] E xi+,,,_ I is defined. If 
(Jc)(Jw) = 0 E ?T;+m_Z 
where J iJ the Whitehead J homorphism then we hate [S(c); g5;] E (Jrr, JL., JH.)T~~+,,,_~.** 
Example. Consider the principal 3 sphere bundle 
s’ -+ Scr(3) + sj. 
The associated oriented 4 plane bundle <sL8(3j 1 S’ is 
composite 
stably trivial and classified by tht 
where 
f: s Ju s’ --L SO(4) 
II : S’ --t SO(3) 
generates x,(SO(3)) = iZ2 and L‘ : S3 4 SO(4) is the canonical inclusion obtained by iden- 
tifying S’ with SU(2). (Remember that the bundle is a principal 3 sphere bundle so is 
classified by a map h : S4 + S ‘. Note the principal bundle is non-trivial so h # 0 E x4(S 3, u 
Z2, etc.) Since 
[SU(3) : AC] = [S(t); O,] E xBS/Im J 
where w = v : S’ -+ SO(4) we find from (5.2) that 
[SU(3); 9’1 E (Ju, Jr, Jw) = (v, Y/, v) 
and consulting the tables of [20] we find 
(v, q, v} # 0 E 7t8’/Im J N Z, 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
I I. 
I?. 
13. 
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